Developing a model for simulation is an art and a science. The question is how this process can be suitably supported. Integrating workflows into simulation systems promises user guidance, documentation and reproducibility of this process. However, the highly interactive, partly concurrent, partly optional nature of the modeling process challenges traditional activity-based workflow approaches. This is intensified by its multiple inter-dependencies and the need for an easy extension. We will illuminate this based on a modeling example from cell biology. To support the required flexibility, we propose an artifact-based workflow approach instead. Conceptual model, formal model and different data and information sources are specified declaratively as artifacts. The life cycle of an artifact is defined by stages, guards, milestones, and sentries, following the Guard-Stages-Milestone (GSM) approach. It is shown that the declarative specification provides a better fit for the process of developing a model.
INTRODUCTION
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model is the most difficult part of a simulation study. "Model building requires an ability to analyze a problem, abstract from its essential features, select and modify basic assumptions that characterize the system, and then enrich and elaborate the model until a useful approximation results." [34, p.20] . In this process, a vast amount of heterogeneous information needs to be collected, screened, and analyzed. To do so effectively requires that the modeler has an intimate relationship to the system and phenomena to be modeled, because abstraction and selective enrichment of models are a key issue [35] . In addition, experiences in executing simulation experiments are required as well, as those typically are needed to answer the question whether a useful approximation has been achieved. Thus, developing a model is an intricate process requiring diverse skills and experiences. Consequently, this process has been described in process models (modeling and simulation life-cycle models), in which system analysis, developing the conceptual model, developing the formal model, and executing experiments with the former are typically iteratively interwoven [1, 31, 8, 23] . Quests to realize more structured user guidance based on these process models, e.g., [39] , are caught in between providing meaningful support and at the same time allowing for sufficient flexibility. The introduction of workflow management systems into the modeling and simulation life-cycle promises the possibility to balance between user support and flexibility. In addition, by exploiting workflow systems in the modeling process, documentation and provenance of models is supported, which are central requirements for improving current practice in modeling and simulation [20, 21] .
BACKGROUND
In the following we briefly discuss modeling and simulation life-cycles. We then dedicate a section to the main product of this process, i.e., the model, before we come up with a modeling and simulation life-cycle that will be used as reference throughout the paper. Finally, we conclude with discussing different workflow approaches, and the use of workflows in the context of modeling and simulation.
Modeling and simulation life-cycle
A couple of different life-cycle models have been proposed for modeling and simulation [18, 14, 30] to structure the process of model creation into different phases. A salient feature of all life-cycles is their iterative nature, in which the model is successively refined by elaboration and enrichment [34, 35] . Concrete methods are not part of the life-cycle but are reserved for the concrete instantiation of a life-cycle, as those are application dependent. Intelligent techniques can help selecting concrete methods for the problem at hand, e.g., selecting suitable methods for executing models [6, 15] . An intrinsic and important part of each modeling and simulation life-cycle are validation and verification (V&V) processes [31] . As argued by [23] , this should imply specific tests for the results of each phase in the modeling and simulation life-cycle. For instance, conceptual model, formal model, executable model, simulation results, raw data, and prepared data should all be subject to validation and verification. Some analysis might refer to solely one result, more often however the inter-dependencies between the results of the different phases have to be taken into account. Also, if based on the analysis a result of a phase is revised than all depending phases need to be revisited.
Thus, the modeling process presents itself as a highly interactive, intricate, and application dependent process. Therefore, it exists a consensus of experts that rigid models, e.g., water fall models, do not appear suitable to describe and structure this process [32] .
Conceptual model and formal model
As argued before the model is the primary product of the modeling and simulation life-cycle. However when referring to model, we find terms like abstract model, conceptual model, communicative model, formal model, programmed model, computational model, executable model, operational model, and experimental model [25, 18, 3, 23] . Not all approaches distinguish between models at the same granularity, e.g., in [23] we find conceptual model, formal model, and executable model. In addition, meaning of those terms varies. Sometimes abstract or conceptual model means the yet not expressed perception that a person has about a system. Sometimes the term conceptual or communicative model is used to denote a model, which describes the system in terms of variables and inter-dependencies between those variables. In addition, the model might be annotated with other multi-media information. Diverse methods are proposed to support conceptual modeling. Among them some authors see also formal approaches like Petri Nets and DEVS [11, 3] . Thereby, conceptual and formal model are no longer distinguishable. Programmed model, computational model, or executable model all refer to an implementation on a computer. The operational or experimental model denotes the validated model, ready to use for experiments.
Despite the diversity of the terms used, most of the approaches distinguish between conceptual, formal, and executable model. Thereby, a clear distinction between conceptual and formal model is of central importance. The conceptual model is one of the first products and it shall be independent from the simulation language or the simulator that will be used later on. This perception is widely agreed upon [3] . An explicit phase for creating an executable model can be neglected in cases where the formal model is automatically transformed into an executable one.
A Process Model of the Modeling and Simulation Life Cycle
The modeling and simulation life-cycle Figure 1 is based on the life-cycle proposed in [23] . It conforms with other established life-cycle models emphasizing the interactive nature of this process [18, 14, 30] The collected data/information are central in the validation and verification of the models, as they relate conceptual and formal model to the system to be modeled and analyzed by simulation. These experiments comprise again many different steps, require considerable time, and also deserve some workflow support -however due to their rather fixed nature the degree of required flexibility is different and thus also the workflow approach best pursued, see e.g., [27] . While the simulation experiments are running, new information can be collected. This is by itself a rather complex process as diverse sources for information need to be inspected, analyzed, possibly processed, and documented, e.g., do the data come from a different model, have they been measured by oneself or others [17] , again this process requires some support which is the subject of traditional scientific workflows [12] . From this it should be clear that to support the process of modeling by a workflow system a high degree of flexibility is required.
Different workflow approaches
Most approaches model workflows [38] as a set of elementary activities that are arranged using various control flow patterns that permit sequential, parallel, or alternative execution and can be structured using complex activities that represent subprocesses. Several languages support this view, for instance the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [10] as the currently most popular one. These languages provide a concise, elegant, and well readable representation of well structured routine procedures but have well-known limitations when processes with a large amount of flexibility need to be expressed. There are attempts to inject flexibility into activity-based workflow models such as the ADEPT approach [5] but they mainly focus on punctual modifications such as insertion and deletion of activities rather than major rearrangements in the control logic.
As an alternative to activity-based workflows, declarative workflows have been introduced, for instance the DECLARE approach [22] . A declarative workflow is a collection of constraints for the execution of a workflow. A built-in reasoner of a workflow management system can infer activities to be executed next. Flexibility is achieved through a modification of the constraint base and subsequent re-evaluation. An inserted or deleted constraint may have severe effects on the resulting execution order which means that major modifications can be achieved more easily than with activity-based workflows.
As a class of declarative workflows, artifact centric processes [19, 4] have been introduced. In an artifact centric process, constraints are derived from business relevant artifacts, e.g., documents or manufactured items. An artifact has an inherent life-cycle. Activities cause progress in that life-cycle of one or several artifacts. In this sense, the life-cycle of an artifact imposes constraints on the execution order of activities. Consequently, an artifact centric process is mainly controlled by the artifacts. A reasoning (or planning) component in a process engine derives execution orders of activities from the artifacts. Again, flexibility is achieved by adding, deleting, or modifying artifacts. Compared to other declarative workflow approaches, artifacts are more easily understood by non-experts than, e.g., temporal logic specifications of constraints [2] .
Workflows in simulation
In modeling and simulation we find predominantly scientific workflows, which are data driven and activity-based [36, 37, 9] . Scientific workflows are concerned with describing, documenting, and synchronizing the inter-dependent activities and computations that belong to scientific problemsolving, such as simulation studies. Accordingly, different approaches exist that exploit workflows for modeling and simulation [28, 27, 24] .
For instance, the experimentation process includes the configuration of the experiment, executing one configuration, which in turn might imply multiple replications (in case of dealing with stochastic simulations). How many replications are needed has to be determined by analyzing the simulation output. Each replication represents one simulation run, with a length that might be calculated, e.g., based on steady state analysis. Depending on the result of a configuration, an optimization algorithm might determine the next configuration. Thus, one experiment might comprise multiple configurations. In [29] we showed how workflows can be used to support the execution and automatic documentation of rather complex experiments based on a specification, e.g., based on a specification language like SESSL [7] . However, a simulation study aimed at developing a model requires many of these experiments and user interactions to successively elaborate and enrich the model, specify the experiment, execute and interpret it. The process of modeling could of course be added as further step in experimentation, however, as argued above (Section 2.2), this would not do justice to this process.
There exists approaches that take a more fine-grained workflow view on modeling [9, 24] . For instance, with a focus on Finite Element Methods (FEM), the pre-processing step for executing a model (i.e., developing a model and configuring the experiment) has been designed as a workflow in which the respective tasks are pipelined: define geometry data, define material parameter, create FEM parameters, adjust boundary conditions, adjust initial conditions, and chose matrix solver [24] . The solving phase, i.e., executing the experiment (in this case one simulation run), and the post-processing phase, i.e., where the results are visualized and interpreted, complete the workflow. This pipeline focus on the executable model and stands in the tradition of scientific workflows (see e.g.,, cases studies in MyExperiment [26] ).
CASE STUDY
To evaluate the suitability of a specific workflow approach the modeling life-cycle presented in Section 2.3 is used. This is combined with a modeling example from the real world which serves as test case to identify problems describing the process as workflow.
The Modeling Process
The chosen example origins in the domain of cellular biology. It deals with the creation of a simulation model that investigates the influence of cell membrane-related processes (lipid rafts) on a specific, intra-cellular signaling pathway (Wntpathway). The model is based on already existing mathematical models of the pathway under study, experimental measurements and additional qualitative and quantitative data from literature. Figure 2 shows the activities that were carried out to create the simulation model (note that this was done, without workflow support). The entire process can be separated into three main parts. Firstly, there are activities that deal with the collection and gathering of data that form the basis of the modeling process and of the simulation study later conducted. Secondly, there are activities that deal with the creation of a conceptual model and its verification and validation. Thirdly, activities for the creation of a formal model based on the conceptual model and its verification and validation were performed. Overall this matches with the general modeling life-cycle, except the absence of activities explicitly involving an executable model. This is due to the fact, that in our example the executable model can be automatically derived from the formal model.
In detail, the following steps were undertaken to produce the formal model.Note that the presented modeling process aims at extending existing models of the Wnt-pathway, instead of creating a new model from scratch.
Therefore information about already existing models and additional in-vitro and in-silico data were gathered and evaluated. Based on the literature and the data available the conceptual model is developed. During this process, one of the existing models was selected as reference model, namely the one that fitted the requirements (for our simulation study) best. In a next step experimental data suitable for subsequent model parametrization were extracted and the formalisms for the implementation of the formal model was chosen.
Note, that in our use case, the formalism chosen for the (new) model was different to the formalism of the reference model. Therefore the reference model had to be translated and validated, before the formal model could be extended. Concurrently a first wet-lab experiment was conducted to check whether the given conditions allow an evaluation of the scientific question by further in-vitro studies (plausibility). In our specific use case, it had to be evaluated, whether lipid rafts are actually present in the cell line designated for the main in-vitro studies. Having the formal model of wnt pathway implemented and validated, the actual evaluation of the scientific question could then be pursued. Therefore, further literature about lipid rafts had to be gathered and evaluated, or literally spoken, one had to step back and start from the beginning. Subsequently the gathered information about lipid rafts was incorporated in the conceptual model, that contained only the Wnt pathway so far. At the same time the formal model was extended by membrane-related processes (i.e., lipid rafts dynamics) accordingly. Concurrently parametrization and validation information from literature (in-silico and in-vitro data) had to be annotated and prepared for the validation as well as for the simulation study. Meanwhile the main wet-lab experiments were already set up and running. Once the in-vitro study was finished, V&V was applied to both, conceptual (face validation) and formal model (face validation, fitting and cross validation). Having the formal model validated thoroughly, the simulation study could now be executed. The modeling process proved to be highly iterative going through the same phases multiple times. It is important to notice that some activities took longer to perform than others, e.g., conducting a wet-lab experiment compared to gathering information for revising the model from literature. However, even long-term activities, like wet lab experiments or calculation intensive in-silico experiments, typically do not occupy the modeler the entire time. This time is used to perform other activities, e.g., starting to work on the conceptual model, or to annotate, process and compile data previously gathered from the literature. At the same time, working on the conceptual model is alternated with working on the formal model and vice versa. Overall, it seems that the modeling process comprises a variety of closely intertwined and concurrent activities, like literature study, model creation/extension and simulation experiments and wet-lab measurements; i.e. many tasks the modeler starts performing are not necessarily finished first before performing another one, but the modeler rather switches back and forth between them. The question is how to map this modeling process into workflows. Workflow nets are a description language for activitybased workflows [38] . A description of the modeling and simulation life-cycle (see Figure 1 ) with workflow nets is shown in Figure 3 . Whereas the structure of the workflow appears as a straightforward translation, the resulting workflow is not sufficiently flexible. For instance, it is not possible to go back from formal to conceptual modeling without going through V&V of the formal model. However, one could argue that also in the life-cycle model this is not foreseen either, but the case study showed that this seems to be desired. Figure 4 extends the existing process model so that it is possible to go back from formal modeling to conceptual modeling without going through V&V. Another problem is caused by the concurrency of activities. Whereas those can be handled by the activity-based workflow in principle, particularly the optional interaction of activities in gathering data and developing the model requires a rather careful workflow design. It becomes more complex when adding constraints over multiple activities, e.g., it might be desired to invalidate a successful V&V result for the formal model if the V&V for the conceptual model failed. This is even elevated, when there is a new activity to be added ( Figure 5 ). For instance, if the model shall be accredited. The workflow modeler needs to be aware where to add the new activity and how to connect it to the existing activities, without changing the behaviour of the previous workflow model. This requires again a very careful workflow design. In addition, this general scheme makes it rather difficult to react to application specific strategies. Sometimes no conceptual model is needed, e.g., when the question is whether an existing formal model is also valid for a new set of data. Please note that we already assume that the workflow net uses templates so that, e.g., for formal modeling a set of techniques are available. Still for any changes of the structure, i.e., new interaction capabilities or new nodes, the entire workflow net has to be checked for consistency and semantic soundness. 
Mapping to a Workflow Net

AN ARTIFACT-BASED APPROACH FOR MODEL DEVELOPMENT
An artifact-based workflow directs the focus from the entire workflow net to the involved artifacts and the constraints defined by those. The constraints influence activities which work on the artifacts. This allows to define constraints in a declarative manner, locally. The workflow is generated auto- matically. Therefore the constraints are interpreted, e.g., by a forward planning algorithms. Clearly artifacts with their constraints can easily be added, deleted, or modified. It is up to the engine to evaluate this description and to derive a sound workflow.
In the following, we develop an artifact-based workflow metamodel for describing the modeling process (Section 2.3). To describe the artifacts the notation of Guard, Stage and Milestone (GSM) [13] is used. The life-cycle of each artifact comprises stages. A guard (represented as diamond) is attached to a stage (represented as rounded rectangle) and is a condition under which the activation of the associated stage is allowed. Stages themselves can be nested and stages on the same level of nesting can be activated in parallel (as long as their guards allow it). Milestones (represented as circles) are used to summarize the result of a stage. Another important aspect of the GSM notion is a sentry. A sentry, is used as a "global" guard, which is able to control when stages can be activated and milestones can be achieved. In addition they can directly manipulate the milestones. Sentries can be triggered internally or externally, due to changes within one or more artifact instances.
Artifacts, Guards, Stages and Milestones
The meta-model of the modeling process includes three artifacts, the Conceptual Model, the Formal Model, and the Data.
Conceptual Model
The Conceptual Model artifact is responsible for managing instances of conceptual models during their creation, change, Verification and Validation (V&V). As shown in Figure 6 , it comprises different stages, namely a creation and a V&V stage. 
Data
The Data artifact, shown in Figure 8 , can refer to rather heterogeneous information sources. A nonexhausting list of such information is:
• specific literature, • model (conceptual or formal) either self created, retrieved from literature or model repositories, e.g., the BioModels Database [16] , • experiment description either retrieved from literature, self created or from experiment repositories, e.g., the MyExperiment Project [26] , • experiment data collected in wet-lab or simulation experiment, • notes and media such as images and video
The artifact itself comprises three stages. The Collecting Data, Annotating Data and Analyzing/Preparing Data stage. On initialization of the Data artifact, it automatically enters the collecting stage. This stage is meant for retrieving and collecting data, by e.g., reading a paper, querying a model repository, extracting data from literature, or measuring data. Once the data is collected it can be annotated with meta-data (e.g., type) and/or further processed. The data is analyzed and possibly prepared for further use by other stages of other artifacts. For instance wet-lab data can be used in the V&V stage of the Formal Model artifact, depending on the V&V method a specific preparation of the data might be required. Annotating, Analyzing and Preparing can take place in parallel and iteratively.
Artifacts and their interaction
In the previous section the artifacts and their stages were presented. Artifacts influence and interact with each other. Figure 9 illustrates some of that interaction. Firstly, brown Additionally to these local artifact interactions, global interactions between artifacts exist (green arrows). For instance, the Formal Model artifact is influenced substantially by the Conceptual Model artifact. If the conceptual model is revised (so has been newly completed), also the formal model should be revised, thus the state of the formal model is set to incomplete. Similarly, reaching a failed V&V milestone in the Conceptual Model artifact will automatically set the Formal Model artifact to incomplete. This also means in return, that the V&V Formal Model stage of the Formal Model artifact depends on the successful finishing of the V&V stage of the Conceptual Model before it can be activated.
As already mentioned blue arrows indicate the use of a specific artifact by another. In Figure 1 this can happen for the Data artifact, which is or can possibly be used, e.g., by the V&V stages of the Formal Model and Conceptual Model artifacts. For instance a Data artifact represents some data gathered in a wet-lab experiment conducted in parallel to the creation of the conceptual and formal model. This artifact could now be used by the Formal Model artifact in its V&V stage as comparison data set, when validating the model. However, this is only one possibility of using a Data artifact, e.g., since such an artifact can represent a formal model described in literature, it could be used as starting point for the building of an extended model captured by a Formal Model artifact. 
Activities
The meta-model is described via the GSM-notion, without actual activities that take place during stages and lead to milestones. Activities drive the actual development of the model and their order of execution is controlled by the described meta-model. Activities can be distinguished between "local" and "global". Local activities are only executed in the context of a specific artifact, while global activities affect more than one artifact. There can be any number of activities available during executing a modeling process. Each of which also has conditions under which it can be executed (sentries can be used here). Those conditions are:
• a specific stage is active or can be activated • a specific artifact with a specific milestone is available • a combination of the above (e.g., multiple stages in one or multiple artifacts are active and a specific artifact has reached a specific milestone)
An activity that is selected for execution (e.g., by the user or the system) can then activate a stage (if local) or multiple stages (if global). Furthermore it can once finished set a milestone (if local) or multiple milestones (if global). It can also trigger sentries (see above). Examples of activities are:
• a graph editor/mind map editor for building the conceptual model • Editor for building the formal model • V&V techniques as presented in [1] • V&V techniques, e.g., statistical model checking, facevalidation and cross-validation for the formal model • analysis techniques for data preparation • model retrieval techniques to access model repositories
Applicability to Case Study
Section 3.2 discussed some properties of the real world modeling process (Section 3) which are difficult to describe using an activity-based workflow description. The artifact-based approach simplifies this. For instance, the concurrency of activities in the modeling process combined with additional constrains is easily described by the proposed (nested) stages (which can be activated at the same time if on the same level), proper guards, and sentries. As shown, formal model, conceptual model and data are each modeled by their own artifact with their own independent life-cycle. This allows in principle for a concurrent independent progression of artifacts. To deal with constrains between artifacts, a simple sentry can be used, e.g., a failed validation of the conceptual model can automatically set the formal model to incomplete. So that the formal model needs to be revised before it can enter the V&V stage. Adding more constrains is simply achieved by defining more sentries or adapting guards of stages.
The artifact-based approach allows an easier integration of new activities or functionality, as well. For instance, trying to add additional accreditation tests for each of the products of the modeling and simulation life cycle [23] , a new artifact can be added, introducing an accreditation stage with two milestones (successful and failed accreditation) and a sentry that specifies that for the modeling process to complete, for all products the accreditation stage must have been completed successfully.
In contrast, the same changes would require a careful adaptation of the existing workflow structure in the activitybased approach.
To support the applicability Figure 10 illustrates how the modeling activities from the case study would map to artifacts. Here, a Formal Model, a Conceptual Model and four Data artifacts are created, which are, one for literature, one for the model extracted from literature, one for wet-lab data extracted from literature and one for the data generated by the self conducted wet-lab experiments. Additionally two snapshots of the artifacts during the modeling process are shown. Active, inactive and finished stages are colored green, white and blue respectively.
SUMMARY
We introduced an artifact based description of the modeling process in modeling and simulation and showed its suitability for the presented case study. In particular, its strength lie in its flexibility compared to the more traditional activitybased workflow approach. The declarative nature of artifacts allows to define constraints and leaves the consistency of the entire workflow up to the reasoning mechanism which becomes part of the workflow engine. 
